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Featured Application: Transonic buffet alleviation for airplanes.

Abstract: Transonic buffet not only influences the structural integrity, handling quality and ride
comfort, but also limits the flight envelope of transporters and airliners. To delay buffet onset and
alleviate the buffet load, the effects of both steady and periodic tangential slot blowing are investigated.
The results show that steady tangential blowing on the airfoil upper surface can postpone the buffet
onset margin and evidently increase the lift coefficient at incidence angles near and above the buffet
onset case of the clean airfoil. Under buffeting conditions of the clean airfoil, unsteady aerodynamic
loads can be greatly suppressed by both steady and periodic blowing. The control effort is depicted as
reduced wedge effect and weakened dynamic effect. The buffet mechanism includes (a) the feedback
loop between the Kutta wave and the separation bubble under the shock foot, and (b) the interaction
between the shear layer shed by the shockwave and Kutta waves. Under blowing conditions, the
upstream creeping Kutta waves are prevented, and the intensity of the shear layer shed by the
shockwave into separated flows is evidently reduced. Parametric studies show that the control
effect is reduced as the blowing slot moves downstream, and steady blowing at 41% x/c is the most
favorable control case.

Keywords: transonic buffet; tangential slot; steady and periodic blowing; postpone of buffet onset;
buffet load alleviation

1. Introduction

To save time and energy, high-speed flights are usually done by modern, large commercial
aircraft, which always cruise between Mach 0.7 and 0.9 by employing supercritical wings [1–3]. These
Mach numbers fall in the typical transonic flow range; consequently, unsteady shockwave/boundary
layer interactions could induce intensive, large-scale, unsteady lift, and transonic buffet will be the
result [4–10]. This transonic buffet not only decreases riding comfort [10–12], but structural fatigue
could also be triggered, and disastrous accidents could even result [2,4,9,13–15]. Thus, transonic buffet
is deemed one of the most important factors limiting the flight envelope [2,7,9,14,16,17], since a margin
of 30% on the lift coefficient at cruising conditions must be respected by design standards [7].

To delay the buffet onset margin, alleviate buffet loads, and widen the flight envelope, a lot
of effort has been devoted to the development, including unveiling buffet mechanisms [4,8,18–22],
of functional control techniques [2,7,9,10,14,16,23,24], and so on. Meanwhile, studies have also
been conducted to improve measuring techniques employed in wind tunnel tests [25], buffet
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onset prediction methods [17,26,27], numerical simulation techniques of shock/boundary layer
interactions [6,11,25,28–31], and so on.

One of the most interesting and difficult research targets is to uncover the mechanism of transonic
buffet and shock/boundary layer interactions. Among these studies, wind-tunnel tests as well as
numerical simulations, stability analyses, and so on, have been conducted, and different academic
viewpoints have been proposed. Although the buffet mechanism has remained inexplicable over
six decades due to its complexity [2], research is in progress. For example, in the last five years,
Szubert et al. [3] presented that frequency modulation was formed by large-scale, periodic oscillations
together with secondary oscillations, where low-frequency, large-scale, periodic oscillations and higher
frequency secondary oscillations are generated by buffet instability and the von Kármán mode near
the trailing edge of the airfoil, respectively. Timme and Thormann [4] stated that lower-frequency
results are similar to the forced-response calculations reported on two-dimensional airfoils, but the
three-dimensional shock buffet at higher frequencies is linked to the presence of a global destabilizing
mode. Sartor et al. [8] presented that the flow is most receptive to harmonic forcing on the upper surface
of the profile; besides the low-frequency shock unsteadiness, the flow also exhibits medium-frequency
unsteadiness linked to Kelvin–Helmholtz-type instability. Iovnovich and Raveh [32] pointed out that
the pre-buffet aerodynamic resonance response and the change in aerodynamic characteristics are
governed by the shock-induced separation phenomenon, as a separation bubble was found behind the
shock in static analyses.

In the meantime, investigations on control techniques for mitigating buffet loads have also been
performed. This research can be roughly divided into passive control techniques and active control
techniques. Passive control techniques include suction slots on upper wing surfaces, vortex generators
with inclined angles, three-dimensional bumps, and so on, while research on active controls includes
trailing edge deflectors, flapping rudders, and so on.

In the published literature on passive control studies, Thiede and Stanewsky [33] examined the
impact of slots ejecting airflow normal to the upper surface of a supercritical airfoil. They figured
out that the typical normal shock is modified to be two shocks that form a “λ”, which notably
decreases the total pressure loss and delays the boundary layer separation induced by the shockwave.
Babinsky et al. [34,35] tested the effect of streamwise slots located downstream from the airfoil on
the shock/boundary layer interference. They pointed out that by introducing streamwise vortices,
streamwise slot control may help delay or prevent downstream separation. By solving Navier–Stokes
equations enclosed by an IDDES turbulence model, Huang et al. [1] investigated the influence of vortex
generators with inclined angles on the transonic buffet of an OAT15A airfoil. They found that the
time-averaged location of the shockwave was pushed downstream; thus, the root-mean-square of
the oscillating force in the buffeting zone decreases, and the total lift is enhanced. Molton et al. [36]
and Dandois et al. [7] tested mechanical, continuous, and pulsed fluidic vortex generators located
upstream from the shock foot to reduce the extent of the separated area, and fluidic actuators as well
as mechanical vortex generators have proven to be very efficient in postponing buffet onset. Ogawa et
al. [37] proposed a method of using three-dimensional bumps on upper wing surfaces to alleviate the
strength of flow interference between the shockwave and boundary layers, and the results indicated
that a 30% decrease of total drag can be achieved for the best control case. Then, Eastwood and
Jarrett [38] optimized the three-dimensional bump shape, and they pointed out that the bump can
generate stream-wise vortices at high Mach numbers, suggesting improvement in the buffet margin.
Tian et al. [10,24] studied the suppression effect of bumps on the transonic buffet. They found that
the strength of the shockwave was weakened, and the location of the shockwave was stabilized; thus,
buffet and drag-rise characteristics are improved. Liu and Yang [39] suppressed transonic shock
oscillation and alleviated the buffet load for supercritical airfoils by using a micro-tab.

Among the active control works on the transonic buffet, Caruana et al. [23,40,41] developed
a trailing edge deflector (TED) with a close-circuit control loop to control the transonic buffet.
Results showed that when the oscillating frequency of TED was close to buffeting frequency, evident
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control effectiveness could be obtained. The drawback of this method is that the control law for
three-dimensional flow is very complicated. Iovnovich and Raveh [32] investigated the control effect of
a 20% chord-length trailing edge flap under prescribed oscillation on transonic buffet, and they found
that large, prescribed flap motions eliminated the lift resonance response and significantly reduced the
lift coefficient amplitude. Gao et al. [9] tested the impact of flapping rudders on the transonic buffet,
and they stated that resonant rudders may be a feasible open-loop strategy to suppress buffet loads
under different buffet states. Tian et al. [14] tested the control effect of an upper trailing-edge flap
(UTEF), and they pointed out that the UTEF prevents flow separation downstream of the shockwave,
shifts the buffet boundary to higher angles of attack, and increases the lift coefficients. Ferman et al. [42]
and Abramova et al. [43–46] used tangential slot blowing for transonic buffet control of a P-184-158R
supercritical airfoil, and they pointed out that tangential blowing can shift the shockwave downstream
and increase the lift.

From the published literature, it is found that by adopting passive control techniques such as slots
normal to the wall, bumps and vortex generators on the upper surface, and so on, satisfactory control
effects can be obtained under design conditions, while off-design conditions engender unexpected
effects, and aerodynamic characteristics can even deteriorate. With the utilization of active control
techniques, such as trailing edge deflectors, flapping rudders, and so on, the control law proves to
be very complicated for three-dimensional flow, and the size of the control surface is relatively large;
thus, large driving forces are needed, which depletes extra energy. In published papers, the blowing
intensity has been investigated, and the tangential slot-blowing location and blowing directions, which
may influence the control effort, should also be studied. Thus, a tangential slot-blowing control method
is investigated to test both steady and periodic blowing control effects based on numerical simulations.

2. Numerical Methods and Validation

In the transonic buffet simulation, detached eddy simulation (DES) [1,47–49] and large eddy
simulation (LES) [12] series turbulence models can predict three-dimensional buffet flow fields.
However, it is not practical to compute various upstream conditions by using DES or LES turbulence
models to determine buffet onset boundaries because these methods require a grid resolution that is
much higher than that for URANS simulations, resulting in excessively longer computational times.
Meanwhile, Soda [50] conceived in their 2007 book that numerical simulations of this phenomenon
based on URANS current codes are quite successful in predicting the magnitude and frequency of
periodic shock motions during buffet. Thus, in two-dimensional studies of transonic buffet mechanisms
and transonic buffet flow controls, URANS [8,9,13,16,24,30,32,43,44] turbulence models such as SA,
SST, and so on are widely employed, and favorable results have been obtained. To include transition
effects, the transition SA turbulence model [51] was employed in the present study.

The discretization schemes usually employed in compressible Navier–Stokes equations enclosed
by URANS turbulence models are HLLC [13,32], Roe [14,16], AUSM + P [8], and AUSP + up [9]. Sartor
et al. [8] stated that Roe and Jameson schemes were not considered in their work due to the schemes’
poor shock treatment when investigating the stability of the flow, and AUSM+ series schemes were
their choice. By improving the AUSM+ scheme for shock-stable and accurate hypersonic heating
computations, Kitamura and Shima [52] developed an AUSM + up2 scheme for a wide spectrum of
Mach numbers, including hypersonic heating, low speed flow, and 3D aerodynamic applications. This
scheme is included in the open source code SU2 [53], and it was employed in the present study to solve
the compressible Navier–Stokes equations.

The airfoil profiles widely used in transonic buffet studies are NACA0012 [9,13,17,21,32,54] and
OAT15A [1,30,55]. By referring to the well-known NACA0012 2-D airfoil shock-buffet test case by
McDevitt and Okuno [54], the NACA0012 airfoil was used in the present study. The steady-state
numerical methods were validated by the wind tunnel test results from reference [54]. The free stream
Mach number was 0.751, the Reynolds number was 9.5 × 106, and the incidence angle of the NACA0012
airfoil was 1.99◦. The chord length of the NACA0012 airfoil was set to be 1.0 m in present study. The
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computational domain size and the structured grid is shown in Figure 1. The mesh node numbers on
both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil were set to be 281, respectively. The far-field boundary
was placed at least 50 times that of the chord length. The first grid layer thickness normalized by the
chord length was set to be 1 × 10−6, corresponding to y+

≈ 1. The calculated surface pressure agreed
well with test results, as plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Comparison of numerical and test results.

To check out the unsteady flow simulation’s capability of presenting numerical methods, an
unsteady transonic flow around an NACA0012 airfoil was simulated at α = 6◦, M∞ = 0.751, Re = 1 × 107.
The time history of lift coefficient is compared with that conducted by Raveh [56], as shown in Figure 3.
The results indicate that the computed result matched well that from the published literature. Thus,
the validated numerical methods and the grid parameters were adopted in the following research.
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3. Delay of Buffet Onset

Under the same free-stream conditions of the validation case plotted in Figure 2, steady numerical
simulations were conducted for the NACA0012 airfoil at different incidence angles. The calculated lift
coefficients at different incidence angles are plotted, as shown in Figure 4. By referring to the work
conducted by Iovnovich and Raveh [57] and Liu and Yang [26,27], the maximum curvature method
proposed by Liu and Yang [26,27] is briefly introduced as follows.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 20 
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By comparing the fitting precisions of polynomial aerodynamic curves, including lift and moment
coefficient curves, it was found that a quartic polynomial can give the best fitting precision. It is written
as follows:

y = ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx + e (1)

where a, b, c, d, and e are fitting constants obtained by least-squares fitting, x denotes the incidence
angle, and y denotes either the lift or moment coefficient. In the present study, the lift coefficient
was used.

The calculated curvature of y is as follows:

K(x) =

∣∣∣12ax2 + 6bx + 2c
∣∣∣

(1 + (4ax3 + 3bx2 + 3cx + d)2)
3/2

(2)
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when the minimum curvature radius is achieved, the first-order derivative of K(x) equals zero:

K′(x) = 0 (3)

By solving Equation (3), the buffet onset incidence angle is obtained. The accuracy of this method
is valid for NACA0012 airfoil buffet onset predictions, compared to wind tunnel tests, as validated in
reference [26,27].

By using the above method, the curve plotted in Figure 4 was fitted by a quartic polynomial, and
the maximum curvature was then obtained to be 0.8, corresponding to a transonic buffet onset margin
of 3.9◦.

By inspecting the surface pressure distribution curve plotted in Figure 2, it can be found that
the shockwave on the upper wing’s surface resides in the range of 41%~51% chord length; thus, 41%
chord length, 46% chord length, and 51% chord length are denoted as “41% x/c”, “46% x/c”, and “51%
x/c”, respectively. The tangential blowing position on the upper surface is first selected to be the “46%
x/c” case. The geometric shape of the tangential blowing nozzle and the structured grid is plotted in
Figure 5. This tangential blowing nozzle is a Venturi nozzle with its contraction ratio equaling 5.0. Its
mass flow flux is governed and can be adjusted by setting the total pressure value at the inlet boundary
of the Venturi nozzle.
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With the blowing total pressure equaling the freestream total pressure, the lift coefficients at
different incidence angles were compared with those of a clean airfoil, as plotted in Figure 6. Based
on the maximum curvature method, the transonic buffet onset margin with “46% x/c” blowing was
found to be 4.5◦, and its corresponding curvature was 0.04. It can be seen from Figure 6 that, at Mach
0.751 when the incidence angle is below 2.5◦, the airfoil lift with tangential blowing was a little lower.
When the incidence angle is greater than 3.0◦, and especially when the lift slope of the airfoil without
blowing is lower for incidence angles beyond 4.5◦, the airfoil lift with tangential blowing was higher.
Thus, tangential blowing can not only postpone the transonic buffet onset margin, but the airfoil lift
can also be increased.
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To investigate the control effort, pressure coefficient distributions, pressure contours, and
streamlines will be presented. At incidence angles of 4◦ and 5◦, the surface pressure coefficients of
the airfoil with and without tangential slot blowing were plotted together, as shown in Figure 7. It
is seen that the shock location is shifted downstream by tangential slot blowing. Besides, with the
increase of incidence angle, the distance of the shockwave being pushed downstream will increase.
The Mach number contours around airfoils with and without tangential slot blowing are plotted in
Figure 8. It is found that the shockwave was sharpened and moved downstream by tangential slot
blowing. Also, by comparing the streamline contours plotted in Figure 9 it is seen that there were two
flow separation zones in the boundary layer 51% x/c for the clean airfoil (airfoil without blowing) case,
which were induced by shockwave/boundary layer interactions and an adverse pressure gradient from
the trailing edge, respectively. When tangential slot blowing was utilized, the size of the separation
zone induced by the shockwave was reduced, and the other separation zone induced by the adverse
pressure gradient disappeared, indicating stabilization of this control technology.
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slot blowing.

4. Alleviation of Buffet Load by Tangential Slot Blowing

4.1. Steady Blowing

From the above context, the postponing of buffet onset margin is observed. In present section, the
effect of tangential blowing on buffet load will be studies.

4.1.1. Buffet Load Alleviation

As with the buffeting margin, the load characteristics of the transonic buffet are also of great
concern in the aviation industry. From the above context, it is seen that when the incidence angle
exceeds 3.9◦, transonic buffet will occur. At different buffeting states, namely at incidence angles of 5.0◦,
5.5◦, and 6.0◦, the time histories of unsteady lift coefficients of the clean airfoil are plotted in Figure 10,
and their corresponding PSD (power spectrum density) results are plotted together in Figure 11. From
these two groups of figures, it is seen that with the increase of incidence angle, both the amplitude
and peak frequency of the unsteady buffet load increased. Moreover, it should be noted that the peak
frequency resides in the frequency range of 88–99 Hz. In the wind-tunnel test of the NACA0012 airfoil
given by McDevitt and Okuno [54], by referring to the flow parameters and the reduced frequency
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equation, the dimensional frequency was about 89 Hz. Thus, the calculated dominant frequency
agreed with that of the wind tunnel test.
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Accounting for the problem of transonic buffet load alleviation, 27 cases were simulated (i.e., flow
fields under three different blowing locations (namely, the “41% x/c” case, “46% x/c” case, and “51%
x/c” case) at three different incidence angles with three different blowing total pressures). In the present
paper, “Blow_1.0_Ptot”, “Blow_1.1_Ptot”, and “Blow_1.2_Ptot” denote that the total pressure ratio of
blowing to that of freestream flow is 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2, respectively.

The time histories of unsteady airfoil lift coefficients of “41% x/c” under different blowing pressure
ratios at incidence angles 5.0◦, 5.5◦, and 6.0◦ are plotted in Figure 12. It is indicated that, for these
incidence angles, the average airfoil lift increased and buffet loads decreased by using steady blowing
with these three blow pressure ratios.
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incidence angles: (a) 5.0◦, (b) 5.5◦, and (c) 6.0◦.
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The PSD results of unsteady airfoil lift coefficients are plotted in Figure 13. It is shown that
transonic buffet was suppressed by tangential slot blowing under the “Blow_1.0_Ptot” condition. With
the increase of total pressure ratio from 1.0 to 1.1 and 1.2, the PSDs of unsteady airfoil lift coefficients
were nearly the same, and buffet load alleviation was not apparently improved; thus, these two groups
of PSD curves were not plotted.
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Figure 13. PSDs of unsteady lift coefficient histories under different blowing total pressures at different
incidence angles: (a) 5.0◦, (b) 5.5◦, and (c) 6.0◦.

With the blowing slot placed at 41% x/c chord location, the PSDs of airfoil lift coefficients at
incidence angles 5.0◦, 5.5◦, and 6.0◦, corresponding to different blowing total pressure ratios, are
plotted in Figure 14. It is seen that all these blowing cases with different blowing total pressure ratios
can evidently depress buffet loads. For the “5.0 deg” case, an increase of blowing ratio could slightly
improve the control effect, while for “5.5 deg” and “6.0 deg” cases, their control effectiveness slightly
deteriorated by increasing the total pressure ratio.
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incidence angles: (a) 5.0◦, (b) 5.5◦, and (c) 6.0◦.

The PSD results plotted in Figure 14 also suggest that, for all these blowing cases, the buffeting
frequencies were nearly 100 Hz, which indicates that the transonic buffet was alleviated, but the
buffeting frequency was not evidently modified.

By comparing the PSD results of 27 cases, it is found that the influence of blowing conditions on
the buffeting frequency is marginal, whereas the PSD peak increases at incidence angle α = 5.5 and 6.0
and experiences a small decrease at α = 5.0 as the blowing location moves from 41% x/c to 51% x/c,
which is evident in Table 1. The results also show that the effectiveness of the blowing attains the peak
at 41% x/c, which suggests the blowing location is the key factor in buffeting control via steady blowing.
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Table 1. PSD peak values under the “Blow_1.0_Ptot” condition.

5.0◦ 5.5◦ 6.0◦

41% x/c 1.96 × 10−5 1.16 × 10−5 7.86 × 10−6

46% x/c 1.88 × 10−5 1.36 × 10−3 8.70 × 10−3

51% x/c 1.58 × 10−5 5.49 × 10−3 1.63 × 10−2

4.1.2. Flow Characteristics of the “41% x/c” Case

From the above context, it can be interpreted that flow characteristics are altered under the “41%
x/c” case. The airfoil surface pressure coefficient distributions corresponding to maximum, median,
and minimum lift states under “Blow_1.0_Ptot” tangential blowing are plotted in Figure 15. It is
seen that shockwave location nearly did not oscillate, but surface pressure in the separation zone
downstream of the shockwave varied with time.
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Figure 15. Surface pressure distributions corresponding to maximum/median/minimum lifts with
tangential blowing. (a) Surface pressure distribution; (b) zoomed version.

Given that the most severe buffeting occurs at an incidence angle 6.0◦, it was selected to highlight
the control effort. Three streamline contours corresponding to maximum lift, mean lift, and minimum
lift for clean airfoil and “Blow_1.0_Ptot” blowing cases are plotted in Figure 16. It is seen that, for
the clean airfoil without tangential blowing, the aspects depicting the unsteady shock/separation
bubble interaction intensity can be summarized as follows [57]: (a) wedge effects—pressure rise due
to the shock resulted in flow separation emanating from the shock foot, where this separated region
behaved similar to a geometric wedge to strengthen the shock, as shown in Figure 16a; (b) dynamic
effects—as the shock moved upstream, the velocity of the shock increased the relative Mach number
of the upstream flow, as shown in Figure 16b; (c) airfoil curvature effects—the expansion of flow
through the subsonic zone was dependent on the local surface curvature. The thick boundary layer
decreased the camber, resulting in a reduction of the airfoil’s circulation, as shown in Figure 16c. Under
tangential slot-blowing conditions plotted in Figure 16d–f, by ejecting streamwise momentum into
the boundary layer from tangential slot blowing, the adverse velocity of the separation bubble was
evidently reduced, and the separation bubble could not move to the upstream location of the slot
because of the strong ejection momentum. Hence, the shock/separation bubble interaction is evidently
suppressed, resulting in (a) a reduced wedge effect as outlined as a smaller separation zone under the
shock foot; (b) a weakened dynamic effect portrayed by the regularized bubble position.
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Figure 16. Streamlines corresponding to maximum/median/minimum lifts with and without tangential
blowing. (a) Maximum lift without blowing; (b) median lift without blowing; (c) minimum lift
without blowing; (d) maximum lift with blowing; (e) median lift with blowing; and (f) minimum lift
with blowing.

To investigate the flow control mechanism, the Q-criterion results corresponding to those cases
in Figure 16 were plotted in Figure 17, respectively. In the subsonic boundary layer, a feedback loop
between the Kutta wave at the trailing edge and the location of the shock [58] was seen; the generated
shear layer in the separation bubble under the shock foot warped pressure waves that propagated
downstream, which interacted with the feedback of the Kutta waves travelling toward the shock from
the trailing edge, completing the feedback loop. At the most upstream location, the shockwave shed its
shear layer downstream and interacted with the shear layer under the shock foot as well as Kutta waves.
These multiple interactions exchanged momentum and energy, sustaining oscillation of the periodic
boundary layer, and unsteady buffet loads were generated, as shown in Figure 17a–f, the shear layer
was generated by tangential slot blowing, and it continuously carried streamwise momentum. This
shear layer prevented the upstream creeping of Kutta waves. Due to the curvature effect, the ejected
shear layer uplifted the airfoil surface, and Kutta waves help this uplifting process to form a counter
rotating eddy blob. Meanwhile, the shockwave did not shed its shear layer into separated flows, thus
the interaction intensity was reduced. The momentum ejected from the blowing slot determines how
far the reversed flow in boundary layer is influenced. With the increase of blowing total pressure, the
feedback creeping was prevented more profoundly; thus, the buffet frequency slightly decreased.
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4.2. Periodic Blowing

The effect of periodic tangential blowing was also investigated by transient numerical simulations.
Given that the total pressure variation does not obviously influence the control effect of steady blowing
cases, the variation ratio of total pressure was set to be 0.1, and the periodic total pressure is depicted as

Ptot_periodic = (1 +
γ− 1

2
M2
∞)

γ
γ−1

+ 0.1× sin (2π× f × t) × (1 +
γ− 1

2
M2
∞)

γ
γ−1

(4)

By referring to the PSD results above, the frequency of periodic blowing was set to be 90 Hz, and
γ was 1.4 for calorically perfect gas.

From the above context, it is known that the most effective effect was achieved when the tangential
blowing slot was placed at the location denoted as “41% x/c”. Thus, the periodic blowing slot was
first placed here. The unsteady lift coefficient results under periodic blowing conditions at different
incidence angles were compared with those of steady blowing cases, as shown in Figure 18. By
examining the results, it is found that the unsteady lift coefficients exhibited an oscillating frequency
nearly the same as that of the clean airfoil at incidence angles 5.0◦, 5.5◦, and 6.0◦. However, the
mean lift coefficient values under periodic blowing conditions were a little lower compared to their
corresponding steady blowing cases, as presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Mean lift coefficients with and without blowing.

5.0◦ 5.5◦ 6.0◦

Steady blowing 0.73 0.75 0.71
Periodic blowing 0.71 0.70 0.65
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amplitudes were smaller compared to those without tangential blowing (plotted in Figure 7), while 
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Figure 18. Unsteady lift coefficient histories under the “41% x/c” case at: (a) 5.0◦, (b) 5.5◦, and (c) 6.0◦.

To investigate the frequency characteristics of unsteady lift coefficients, the PSD results of different
periodic blowing cases were plotted, as shown in Figure 19. It can be seen from these figures that,
for the “41% x/c” case, the peak PSD value of the lift coefficient with periodic tangential blowing
was about 5 times larger than that with steady tangential blowing. Moreover, with the increase of
incidence angle, frequencies corresponding to the peak PSD values also increased. Compared to the
PSD results for steady blowing cases plotted in Figure 14, there was no obvious difference in frequency
characteristics. Under all three blowing locations, periodic tangential slot blowing gave higher peak
PSD values compared to steady tangential slot blowing at those two blowing locations.
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Surface pressure coefficient distributions are plotted in Figures 20–22. Within each figure, surface
pressure distribution lines corresponding to maximum, median, and minimum lifts in one oscillating
period are plotted together. From these figures, it is observed that these oscillation amplitudes were
smaller compared to those without tangential blowing (plotted in Figure 7), while compared to the
results of steady tangential blowing cases (plotted in Figure 15), the shock oscillation amplitudes were
a little larger, while the surface pressure variation downstream of the shockwave was evidently smaller.
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Q-criterion results corresponding to minimum lift, median lift, and maximum lift, are plotted in
Figures 23–25, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the blowing slots were all downstream
of the shock foot. For the “41% x/c” case, the control mechanism was similar to that stated above for
steady blowing cases. The difference is that the ejected momentum from periodic blowing was smaller;
thus, Kutta waves can creep more upstream comparing to steady blowing cases, inducing a relatively
larger buffet load. As the blowing slot moved downstream, the distance between shock and blowing
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slot increased. Although the ejected momentum could also reduce the reverse boundary layer velocity
to suppress Kutta waves on the upper surface of airfoil, its control effect on the separation bubble was
obviously weakened; thus, the buffet load increased as the blowing slot moved downstream.
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With the increase of incidence angle, the separation bubble increased, inducing increases in
interference intensity, feedback control, and a decrease in the interference zone size. This induces the
increase of buffet frequency with incidence angle.

5. Conclusions

By using a Venturi nozzle over the upper surface of an airfoil, the control effects of tangential
slot blowing on postponement of the transonic buffet onset margin and alleviation of buffet load were
investigated numerically. It was found that steady tangential blowing could delay buffet onset, and an
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evident increase of the lift coefficient was discerned at incidence angles near and exceeding the buffet
onset margin of the clean airfoil. In the investigation of buffet load alleviation, both steady and periodic
tangential blowing with slots placed at three different chord-wise locations were tested under buffeting
states of a clean airfoil. The results indicated that unsteady buffet loads could be greatly suppressed
by both steady and periodic blowing. An increase in total blowing pressure does not apparently
improve the reduction effect of dynamic loads for steady blowing cases; the control effect is reduced
as the blowing slot moves downstream. The control effort is as follows: the shock/separation bubble
interaction is evidently suppressed, resulting in (a) a reduced wedge effect as outlined as a smaller
separation zone under the shock foot; (b) a weakened dynamic effect portrayed by the regularized
bubble position. The buffet mechanism includes (a) the feedback loop between the Kutta wave and
the separation bubble under the shock foot, and (b) the interaction between the shear layer shed by
the shockwave and Kutta waves. Under blowing conditions, the upstream creeping Kutta waves
are prevented, and the intensity of the shear layer shed by the shockwave into separated flows is
evidently reduced. Parametric studies show that, with the increase of total blowing pressure for steady
blowing cases, or with the increase of incidence angle for periodic blowing cases, the feedback distance
decreases; thus, the buffet frequency increases. The mean lifts of steady cases are slightly higher
compared to their corresponding periodic blowing cases. Steady blowing at a 41x/c chord location is
suggested among the presented test cases.
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